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Background

The “Fundamental Review of the Trading Book” contains fundamental changes to 
own funds requirements concerning market risks for financial institutions. Besi-
des new rules for the trading book and banking book boundary, FRTB introduces 
a new risk-sensitive, standardised approach (SA-TB) and changes the rules for the 
internal model approach (IMA-TB). 

However, although the FRTB initially refers to the determination of regulatory 
capital requirements for Pillar 1, various changes may have an impact on Pillar 2. 
The regulatory practice suggests that the supervisor expects institutions to adopt 
parts of the new model requirements for the internal risk calculation in the me-
dium term. Apart from this, the integration of some aspects of the FRTB into Pillar 
2 appears to make economic sense. Banks that currently use an internal model or 
the standardised approach are therefore faced with the decision of whether new 
requirements from Pillar 1 should be adopted for the internal risk calculation and, 
if so, which. 

When considering internal risk management in Pillar 2, a fundamental distinction 
must be made between

1 the requirements for daily risk management and

2 the requirements for the bank's internal capital adequacy assessment process   
 (ICAAP)2. 

General, qualitative requirements for the daily risk management of IMA banks 
can be derived from the new requirements for internal models3. With regard to the 
ICAAP however, no direct requirements are formulated in the FRTB. Nevertheless, 
the changes for internal models have to be analysed with regard to the ICAAP. Furt-
hermore they have to be evaluated to which extent they should be adopted in order 
to measure risks more adequately.

For institutions with a standardised approach, the significantly higher risk sensiti-
vity of the new standardised approach compared to the previous strongly nominal-
based approach offers the possibility of also using individual components of the 
SA-TB in Pillar 2 and thus achieves a more uniform view of the two pillars.

01.

The “Fundamental Review of the Trading Book” (FRTB)1 introduces significant 
changes to the regulatory capital requirements for market risk. There are also 
implications for the internal risk management, Pillar 2 of the regulatory require-
ments. It is to be expected that essential elements will have to be used in Pillar 2 if 
an internal model approach (IMA) is used for Pillar 1. Accordingly, these elements 
will have to be adjusted. The new standardised approach (SA-TB) replicates a 
simple portfolio model and thus offers the opportunity to increase the consistency 
between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 models for banks, including those without an internal 
Pillar 1 model. 

This whitepaper elaborates on the adjustments to existing methods and processes 
which are necessary, or at least recommended, depending on the bank’s specific 
situation.

1 BCBS, Minimum capital requirements for market risk, 14.01.2019  

2 ECB, Guide to the internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP), 11/2018  

3 cf. CRR article 325bi para. 1 bullets (a), (c) and (f) as well as BCBS [MAR 30.10]
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In the future, this group will also include some institutions that currently use an 
internal model, in full or partial registration for Pillar 1, with a plan to hand it over 
and use the new SA-TB for capital adequacy going forward. This is due to the fact 
that internal models continue to offer the potential to reduce the capital require-
ments compared to the standard approach, but at the same time the expenses for 
the operation of an internal model - apart from the costs for new registration of the 
internal model - increase due to the FRTB changes. In addition, the introduction 
of an output floor4, i.e. a lower limit for capital adequacy based on the standard-
ised approaches at the level of the institution as a whole, limits the savings in own 
funds through the use of internal models. The waiver of an internal model in Pillar 
1 can also - depending on the design of the risk architecture - lead to significantly 
simpler changes to the model for Pillar 2 in the future, as there is no longer any 
dependence on a model in Pillar 1 where stricter rules for model changes, in parti-
cular approval by the supervisory authority.

In all cases, the question arises as to the necessity of applying these adjustments to 
Pillar 2 as well as the possible benefit of synergies resulting from this transfer. The 
various aspects of the model must be considered in conjunction with each other, as 
they are mutually dependent and the respective infrastructure can play a decisive 
role.

 Impact of the new standardised approach

For many institutions that will use the SA-TB in Pillar 1, the question arises, de-
pending on the existing or future infrastructure, to what extent can introducing 
the new standard approach be used for a closer integration of Pillars 1 and 2. These 
considerations coincide with the basic motivation of the FRTB to bring the met-
hods for risk management and regulatory requirements closer together. In princi-
ple, the risk-sensitive approach in Pillar 1 offers the potential to use some elements 
for the internal risk calculation as well.

The new standardised approach consists of three components that add up to the 
capital requirement: the sensitivities-based method (SBM), the default risk charge 
(DRC) and the residual risk add-on (RRAO). 

The sensitivities-based method is, in turn, composed of the delta and vega risk con-
tributions as well as the curvature risk (CVR), i.e. a scenario-based estimation of 
the non-linear effects, and essentially replicates a portfolio model. In this respect, 
the new SA-TB presents a solid basis for a model in Pillar 2, even if the methodo-
logy should not be directly adopted. In addition to expanding the coverage to the 

02.

4 BCBS, Calculation of minimum risk-based capital requirements, 15.12.2019
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entire portfolio, including the banking book, the individual components of the 
SA-TB must also be adapted or additionally designed.

Risk factors and parametrisation

The static and blanket parameterisation of the SA-TB with a few risk factors and 
simplifying correlation assumptions is designed to achieve regulatory conserva-
tism and stability. For an institution-specific, adequate risk measurement, the risk 
factor selection and its granularity must therefore be adapted to the economic 
risk profile of the institution's overall portfolio. In addition, internal estimates of 
the parameters, in particular the risk weights or volatilities and the correlations, 
should be made. This would also allow for the consideration of diversification 
effects between asset classes.

Sensitivities

A core component of the SA-TB are the sensitivities and valuation functions. In or-
der to meet the regulatory requirements, the valuation routines and functionalities 
used for the sensitivity calculation to determine the own funds requirement must 
be identical to those utilised for the P&L calculation5. 

Using the same (or at least similar) sensitivities in Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 also offers 
advantages in harmonising the management of economic risk and capital require-
ments. The quality assurance and validation of the sensitivities for the SA-TB may 
benefit from the existing structures in internal risk management and synergies can 
be taken advantage of. The FRTB can also serve as an opportunity to standardise 
structures and, if necessary, take advantage of the simplifications resulting from 
the elimination of requirements for the model change process in Pillar 1.

The effort involved in such an integration depends critically on the previous archi-
tecture of the institution, which can vary greatly. Different assessment functiona-
lities in several systems, such as front-office or risk systems, can be affected, and 
thus harmonisation can raise system-side as well as process-related and organisa-
tional questions. 

Non-linear risks

Non-linear risks are modelled in the SA-TB by means of the curvature component. 
However, this approach has some weaknesses with regard to risk-sensitive and sta-
ble modelling. Thus, for Pillar 2 in particular, non-linear risks should be conside-
red in general and not only in connection with optionalities6. Further adjustment 
possibilities exist in the choice of shift sizes for the up and down scenarios of the 
curvature calculation, as well as in the stronger linking of the delta and curvature 
components. Likewise, alternative procedures for mapping non-linear risks, such 
as a gamma approach or, for example, an approximation of the gamma via the Vega 
(analogous to ISDA SIMM7), could be used in Pillar 2.

2.1

2.2

5 CRR Article 325t 

6 The wider consideration of non-linear risks is already included as an option in the FRTB (CRR Article 325e (3)) 

7 ISDA Standard Initial Margin Model (SIMM): see also https://www.isda.org/2020/09/01/isda-publishes-isda-simm-v2-3/

2.3
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Other risks

In the SA-TB, risks that are not or only insufficiently reflected by the other com-
ponents are captured by means of a nominal-based surcharge, the Residual Risk 
Add-On (RRAO). This simple surcharge could be insufficient for adequate risk 
measurement, especially since individual risks are explicitly excluded, such as resi-
dual risks of exchange-traded transactions. Likewise, smile risks, for example, are 
neither taken into account in the Vega risk nor in the RRAO. However, all material 
risks are to be generally included in Pillar 2. Therefore, the RRAO for the internal 
risk calculation should at least be expanded according to the risks of the overall 
portfolio or replaced by appropriate risk measurement methods.

Default risk

As a counterpart to the default risk charge in the SA-TB, the mapping of default 
risk in the trading book in Pillar 2 is usually carried out together with the default 
risks of the banking book as part of the consideration of credit risk, e.g. in a credit 
risk portfolio model. The DRC in the SA-TB only partially incorporates components 
of portfolio models in a meaningful way. In this respect, there is no direct reason 
from the FRTB for adjustments in Pillar 2. For the influences of the FRTB on default 
risk as a whole, please refer to the section on the DRC within the new model.

Conclusions on the standardised approach

For the first time with the new risk-sensitive standardised approach, non-model 
banks also have the opportunity to standardise risk management under Pillar 2 and 
regulatory capital requirements under Pillar 1.1. 

However, it should be noted that the standard approach from Pillar 1 cannot be 
transferred 1:1 to Pillar 2. This applies in particular to the treatment of non-linear 
risks, residual risks and default risks. In principle, it makes sense to standardise 
the sensitivities in Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 as far as possible. The more similar the pro-
cedure is across the two pillars, the easier it is to consistently manage risk.

Impact of the new internal model approach 

The new internal model approach according to FRTB (IMA-TB)8 includes the follo-
wing significant changes:  

 ▪ The risk measure Value at Risk (VaR) is replaced by the Expected Shortfall (ES).

 ▪ Different liquidity horizons (LH) are taken into account for different risk factor  
 categories.

 ▪ A distinction is made between modellable and non-modellable risk factors  
 within the framework of the "Risk Factor Eligibility Test" (RFET).

03.

8 CRR also uses the terms “internal risk-measurement model (used to calculate capital requirements)“ and “internal model 

(used to calculate capital requirements)“ synonymously

2.4

2.5

2.6
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 ▪ An additional capital requirement for non-modellable risk factors (NMRF) is   
 introduced.

 ▪ In addition to regulatory backtesting, the reconciliation between the risk- 
 theoretical and the economic P&L (profit and loss attribution test - PLAT) is   
 introduced as a quality criterion for the application of the internal model   
 approach.

 ▪ With the introduction of trading desks, a new level for validation is defined and  
 new organisational requirements are set.

 ▪ A new measure of default risk (DRC) is introduced, replacing the previous  
 incremental risk charge to account for default and migration risks.

The effects of these changes on the models in Pillar 2 are presented below.

Daily internal risk management

In contrast to the IMA-TB for Pillar 1, the associated day-to-day internal risk ma-
nagement models (IRMM9) represents the economic perspective. For this purpose, 
the CRR10 formulates general, qualitative requirements for their application. These 
requirements are only binding for institutions that register the new alternative mo-
del approach. Nevertheless, it may also be prudent for institutions with a standard-
ised approach to adopt model approaches from FRTB for their Pillar 2 models.

Guidance on how to specifically implement the general requirements of the CRR 
for the IRMM can be found in the Basel document MAR11. Both references describe 
the requirements for the so-called "Use Test" which institutions must fulfil when 
applying for IMA-TB under the FRTB framework12. As long as there are no further 
binding criteria for the Use Test at EU level (e.g. in the CRR3), the BCBS explanati-
ons are a good reference point for the IRMM requirements under the Use Test. 

Both references13 require that IRMM and IMA-TB correspond in their essential 
design elements, i.e. the models currently used for Pillar 2 (IRMM) must also be 
extended in such a way that they fulfil all the core changes listed in the above para-
graph. So far, the CRR only contains this requirement, which is still very general. In 
the BCBS paper, which is not legally binding but nevertheless often reflects audit 
practice, the following concretisations can be found: The valuation models used for 
IMA-TB and IRMM should correspond to each other in the common characteristics. 
Furthermore, the items considered for IRMM should include at least all items that 
are relevant for IMA-TB. Furthermore, the methods used for the selection of risk 
factors, the calibration of parameters and the concepts for the use of proxies for 
IMA-TB shall be based on the methods used for IRMM and may only deviate from 
each other where this is explicitly required by regulation. Risk factor selection for 
IMA-TB and IRMM should be identical. Currently, many of these criteria are already 
fulfilled by institutions in practice. For example, IMA-TB and IRMM are usually 
already based on an identical selection of risk factors. However, especially with 
regard to the calibration of the model parameters, the models can differ in com-
mon practice. Examples of this are the length as well as the weighting of the data 

3.1

9 ECB proposes the term “internal risk management model“ (IRMM) in order to distinguish these models from IMA-TB 

10 CRR article 325bi par. 1 (a), (c) and (f) 

11 BCBS MAR 30.10. The future requirements of BCBS on FRTB (updated 15.12.2019)  

   https://www.bis.org/basel_framework/standard/MAR.htm?tldate=20230101 

12 After an application for the internal model under the FRTB-framework, institutions have to fulfil the use test for the 

current model as well as for the future FRTB IMA-TB model, they applied for. 

13 CRR Article 325bi 1 (a), (c) and (f) and BCBS [MAR 30.10]
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history considered. The possible and meaningful convergence of the IRMM and 
IMA-TB models with regard to the new design elements ES, LH, NMRF, PLAT and 
DRC, however, remains a central question. We address this question at the end in 
the section on the effects of the individual IMA-TB components.

ICAAP

With regard to the requirement to ensure adequate capitalisation (ICAAP)14, there 
are currently no such explicit specifications for daily risk management, and thus 
deviations from FRTB IMA-TB are possible. However, these must be validated from 
the outset regularly and precisely with regard to their appropriateness and applica-
tion. Naturally, this means - besides the aspect of a non-uniform risk methodology 
- an additional operational effort. Therefore, deviations must be justified in detail 
on the one hand and questioned under cost-to-benefit aspects on the other.

Ramifications of the IMA-TB for the risk management

Future SA-TB institutions are outside the scope of the regulatory requirements lis-
ted above regarding the IMA-TB and IRMM model approach. Nevertheless, it is also 
useful for SA-TB institutions to consider the new design elements of the internal 
model approach. For example, it may make sense to use RFET and PLAT as addi-
tional instruments, possibly in a modified form, to ensure model quality. Different 
liquidity horizons of the risk factors could also be integrated into the modelling 
within the framework of the ICAAP with its one-year risk horizon.

With a focus on future IMA-TB institutions, the new design elements of the model 
approach are described below and possible effects on risk management are analy-
sed for both IRMM and ICAAP.

Expected Shortfall

With FRTB, the expected shortfall (ES) forms the basis for determining the Pillar 1 
own funds component for modellable risk factors and replaces VaR as the central 
risk measure. The ES in Pillar 1 is made up of various ES individual components. 
This means that stress phases and different liquidity horizons are mapped and 
correlations between risk factor classes15 are only taken into account to a limited 
extent. The expected shortfall is the expected average loss amount for those loss 
events in which the VaR is exceeded at the specified confidence level. Compared to 
the VaR, it has the advantage that it not only takes into account whether a thres-
hold is exceeded, but also quantifies the degree to which it is exceeded. Therefore, 
the effects of rare but extreme events (fat tails of the P&L distribution) can be 
better taken into account - provided that the statistical models for the risk factors 
reflect these events to a sufficient extent. 

For portfolios or trading desks with a P&L distribution that corresponds to the nor-
mal distribution, the shortfall expectation value does not lead to any change and 
thus to no improvement compared to the currently calculated VaR ratios. Due to 
the subadditivity of the expected shortfall, however, the analysis of sub-portfolios 
is more stable and easier than with the current marginal VaR ratios. The validation 

3.2

14 ECB, Guide to the internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP), v. 11/2018 

15 There are the following risk classes in FRB: General Interest Rate Risk (GIRR), Credit Spread Risk, Equity Risk, Commodity  

   Risk, Foreign Exchange risk

3.3

3.3.1
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of the expected shortfall by means of backtesting16, on the other hand, is possible 
but conceptually somewhat more complex than for VaR models.

With regard to the use of the expected shortfall value instead of the VaR also in 
Pillar 2, the following points should be considered: The advantage of the shortfall 
expected value for risk management is strongly dependent on individual factors, 
especially on the model in use, the observed P&L distribution for the institution-
specific portfolio and data quality. In general, improvements in data quality are just 
as relevant and necessary for Pillar 2 as for Pillar 1 and should be addressed. The 
shortfall expectation value can be determined as the arithmetic mean of all losses 
greater than or equal to the identified threshold. Therefore, the requirements for 
the quality of input data and the risk scenarios generated, in particular quality-as-
sured extreme scenarios (fat-tail scenarios), are significantly higher compared to 
the VaR calculation, for which only the considered quantile of the P&L distribution 
is relevant. For Pillar 2, more risk factors will generally be taken into account than 
in Pillar 1, since here the distinction between modellable and non-modellable risk 
factors from Pillar 1 cannot always be meaningfully transferred 1:1 (see section on 
NMRF).  Of course, quality-assured scenario data is also required for these additio-
nal risk factors. In this respect, the institution-specific practical benefit of the ES 
for risk management must be weighed against any additional operational effort 
that may arise, depending on the model, portfolio and individual data basis and 
the necessary quality-assurance processes for fat tails. In the ICAAP, the behaviour 
under extreme scenarios is often already mapped by considering relevant, insti-
tution-specific stress scenarios and by taking stop-loss limits into account. Thus, 
before switching from VaR to the shortfall expected value, the necessary individual 
adjustments for embedding in the daily risk management and the ICAAP, as well as 
prerequisites for the permanent fulfilment of the backtesting criteria, must be ac-
curately determined. The consistency with the quantification of credit risks, which 
continues to be based on VaR, could also speak in favour of retaining VaR as a risk 
measure for market risks in Pillar 2. The extent of the consistency requirement for 
the Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 essential model design elements17 implies that the necessary 
conversion from VaR to ES for Pillar 2 must still be shown by audit practice, or be 
ascertained within the framework of the individual exchange of institutions along 
with the supervisory authority.

Liquidity horizons (LH)

The introduction of different liquidity horizons as holding periods for individual 
risk factor categories is intended to take into account the fact that positions can be 
closed out on the market at different rates. This certainly leads to a more mea-
ningful recording of economic risks but is accompanied by significant additional 
effort for IMA-TB in Pillar 1 in terms of the number of simulation calculations to be 
carried out, and also in connection with the regulations on the correlation between 
individual asset classes. 

For daily risk management, the 1- or 10-day VaR or ES is often used, so as to avoid 
introducing any advantages by considering different liquidity horizons. For the 
analysis of capital adequacy according to ICAAP, a risk horizon of one year is gene-
rally taken into account, so that different liquidity horizons would be conceivable 
here. However, it should be noted that if a holding period shorter than one year is 
used, proof of adequacy must be provided. According to the BaFin guidelines18, it 

16 According to the FRTB, VaR backtesting for Pillar 1 remains almost unchanged even with the introduction of the liquidity-    

   adjusted expected shortfall, as the FRTB definition of the expected shortfall for Pillar 1 with consideration of risk group- 

   specific and risk factor group-overlapping contributions and of different liquidity horizons making direct validation by  

   means of backtesting impossible. 

17 CRR Article 325bi par. 1 (f) 

18 BaFin: Aufsichtliche Beurteilung bankinterner Risikotragfähigkeitskonzepte und deren prozessualer Einbindung in die  

   Gesamtbanksteuerung („ICAAP“) – Neuausrichtung – par. 53

3.3.2
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must be shown that the holding period used “is consistent with the strategies, risk 
management and risk controlling processes as well as the portfolio structure”. This 
means that the choice and allocation of liquidity horizons to risk classes or risk 
factors must be justified and documented. In particular, the liquidity horizons spe-
cified in Pillar 1 should not be adopted without critical appraisal. It must be demon-
strated that the selected liquidity horizons can be implemented in accordance with 
the in-house processes and in consideration of the potential market conditions or 
were feasible in the past.  However, the additional expense resulting from the use 
of different liquidity horizons due to the number of simulation calculations to be 
carried out can be greatly reduced compared to Pillar 1. For example, the applica-
tion of the regulatory correlations between asset classes, which requires a separate 
calculation per asset class, is not necessary. Depending on the individual portfolio, 
evaluations could also be carried out for the most relevant liquidity horizons only. 
Pillar 1 requires calculating ES, both, considering a reduced risk factor set within 
the stress time window, and within the current time window. This is not strictly 
necessary for pillar 2. Instead, one could for example, directly determine the corre-
sponding ES contribution for the respective liquidity horizon taking into account 
the full risk factor set.

Non-modellable risk factors (NMRF)

The availability of quality-assured data time series for models in Pillar 2 as well 
as for the determination of capital requirements according to Pillar 1 is of central 
importance for robust risk management. The adjustment of data time series for 
frozen (stale) risk factors, outliers or jumps that are not economically justified are 
usually integrated into the daily processes at banks with internal models. The FRTB 
introduces the distinction between modellable and non-modellable risk factors, 
which is based on the coupling of risk factors to market observations. Modellable 
risk factors must meet the criteria of the "Risk Factor Eligibility Test" (RFET)19 and 
fulfil strict requirements regarding the scope and quality of the time series of the 
underlying market data.

The basic intention of linking risk modelling to real market movements also has its 
merits for models in Pillar 2 and is already frequently implemented by institutions 
in a more lenient manner. However, the 1:1 transfer of the separation between mo-
dellable and non-modellable risk factors from Pillar 1 does not always make sense 
for institution-specific risk management. For example, it may be that the institu-
tion's internal data quality for some risk factors is high due to data modelling, such 
as for risk factors on the interest rate volatility surface utilising mature, advanced 
modelling of the interest rate volatility smile, but these are classified as NMRF due 
to the strict criteria on directly-linked price observations in the market. 

For each non-modellable risk factor an additional, highly conservative capital add-
on must be determined in Pillar 1. The capital add-on is calculated by estimating 
the stand-alone contribution for each individual non-modellable risk factor in the 
stress scenario, which together are totalled20. Due to this conservative calculation 
rule, a 1:1 transfer to Pillar 2 is not suitable here either. If necessary, a less conser-
vative estimation of the risk contribution in combination with monitoring and re-
gular validation, e.g. based on corresponding risk factor sensitivities, would make 
sense for Pillar 2. In general, the risk factors used should be validated regularly not 
only in terms of their modellability, but also with regards to any necessary deter-
mination of model risks that have not yet been taken into account or missing risk 
factor definitions.

19 The RFET criteria can be found in CRR article 325be and the connected EBA RTS (EBA/RTS/2020/03) as of 27.03.2020,   

   available under https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/ 

20 The exact procedure for the determination of additional capital charges for Pillar 1 models is defined in the final draft of  

   the RTS by EBA (EBA/RTS/2020/12) which has been published on 17.12.220. The final draft is available here  

   https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/

3.3.3
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P&L Attribution Test (PLAT)

In addition to backtesting, the P&L attribution test (PLAT) was introduced in Pillar 
1 as an additional validation criterion. This is an automated test of the appropria-
teness of the risk factors used in the risk calculation which involves analysing alter-
nately calculated P&L ratios. In Pillar 1, based on the two metrics Spearman rank 
correlation and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, criteria are established and applied to 
determine the deviation of hypothetical P&L calculated with the valuation model 
(mark-to-market, trade-independent) and risk-theoretical P&L. Such a comparison 
of the P&L figures is also conceivable and sensible for Pillar 2. However, some ad-
justments should be considered. For example, it is possible to expand the coverage 
to the entire portfolio including the banking book as well as the scope of the risk 
factors taken into account. While in Pillar 1 only the modellable risk factors may be 
included in the risk-theoretical P&L, in Pillar 2 a consideration of all risk factors is 
recommended in order to enable the effects of all mapped risk factors in the risk-
theoretical P&L. Likewise, the use of other metrics, e.g. the Chi-Squared metric, as 
discussed for example in the course of the introduction of the FRTB in the industry, 
as well as other thresholds can be considered21. This is particularly useful in cases 
where Pillar 1 regulations have weaknesses as is the case for example with well-
hedged portfolios. Conducting a P&L attribution test in Pillar 2 can help to identify 
and analyse model weaknesses.

Trading Desks

In addition to the validation of risk modelling at the highest portfolio level, the 
additional validation of individual portfolios in Pillar 2 is already standard practice 
in some institutions. Often, the VaR figures are considered at the level of individual 
portfolios. With the introduction of trading desks in the context of the application 
of Pillar 1 models, it will also be sensible in the future for backtesting and PLAT in 
Pillar 2 to be carried out at trading-desk level as well.

Default Risk Charge (DRC)

FRTB introduces the Default Risk Charge (DRC) for internal models. DRC replaces 
Incremental Risk Charge (IRC), the existing pillar 1 approach for determining mig-
ration and default risk in the trading book. A significant novelty in this respect is 
the introduction of explicit rules for calculating default correlations. For exam-
ple, estimation on the basis of observed defaults will no longer be possible in the 
future, a setup which has been partially used by institutions in Pillar 1 and analo-
gously in Pillar 2. This change generally leads to higher correlations and thus tends 
to yield higher risk values. Against this background, IMA-TB banks may be faced 
with the question of whether the existing methodology in Pillar 2 will persist in the 
future - and will be continued from the point of view of supervision - or whether an 
alignment with the new Pillar 1 methodology is sensible or even necessary. In ad-
dition, there is the parameterisation of the DRC model. A floor of three basis points 
is explicitly specified for the default probabilities. Such a specification is found 
neither in the current IRC nor in the new SA-TB. In this respect, a different parame-
terisation for Pillar 2 is quite conceivable. In addition, with regard to the mapping 
of equities and equity products, there are doubts about the extent to which this 
can be considered economically sensible due to the strict regulatory requirement 
for loss given default (LGD), which must be set at 100%. Here, other approaches 
are widespread in Pillar 2 and may be continued. Overall, it can be seen that with 
regard to default risks, no convergence with the new Pillar 1 is to be expected for 
some aspects, especially since different models and infrastructures are already 
being used today for Pillars 1 and 2. Organisational responsibility for migration and 
default risks, for all positions including the trading book, is often located in credit 
risk and not in market risk.  

21 See for example section 2.1 in the answer of ISDA to the FRTB consultation from June 2018, https://www.isda.org/

3.3.4

3.3.5

3.3.6
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We would be delighted to discuss the effects of 

the revised rules for your institution with you. 

Please contact us: marketrisk@d-fine.com

Contact

Conclusion

The "Fundamental Review of the Trading Book" (FRTB) offers the opportunity to 
harmonise some aspects of risk management in Pillar 2 and regulatory capital re-
quirements under Pillar 1 – and now, for the first time, includes non-model banks. 
This can both fulfil the expectations of the supervisory authority for more consis-
tency between the pillars and, in some cases, additionally leverage synergies for 
the banks. This does not only affect model banks, but also standard-approach in-
stitutions, where the possible measures to be instated strongly depend on whether 
an institution already uses the standard approach, switches from an internal model 
to the new SA-TB or continues to register an internal model according to FRTB. De-
pending on the current institution-specific situation with regard to the approaches, 
it is important to consider existing and future infrastructure requirements, which 
changes and adjustments are prudent and what this means for the system architec-
ture, processes, associated costs and, last but not least, for the risk ratios.  

04.
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